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State of Germany’s energy dependency from Russia

Markets for oil and hard coal are global,

but substitution might mean higher prices

 In East Germany, oil arrives from RU

through pipelines  additional challenge

Natural gas from RU is the hardest to

replace, because most of is delivered

through pipelines
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DE EU

Gas 55% 43%

Oil 35% 27%

Hard coal 50% 46%

Import shares from RU 

Source: European Commission, 2022; BMWK, 2022. 



Germany’s response up until now

Mid- and long term

EEG recast and offshore energy law

 100% RES in power by 2035, 2% 

of land (up from 0,8%) for wind, 

faster permitting

Building LNG terminals

Accelerating investments in H2 infra

Banning combustion engines after 

2035?
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Short-term

 Filling up gas storages though long-term 

options + gvt. funds (58 % today, aim: 90 

% before winter)

 Law to secure coal power capacity

 Actioning model to incentivize gas 

saving in industries 

 Gas emergency plan enacted (second 

stage)

 Prolonging use of nuclear examined and 

ruled out

 Energy saving strategy and campaign  



Germany‘s compensation scheme for higher energy prices

• 300 Euro per-capita bonus + 100 per kid (subject to income tax)

• 200 Euro for welfare recipients 

• Heating subsidies for households receiving living allowances: 

270 Euro / capita, 350 Euro / two persons, 70 Euro / additional 

person 

• Fuel excise duty lowered for 3 months  -35 ct/l gasoline,      -

17 ct/l diesel

• Public transport pass for 9 Euro / month

• Elimination of EEG levy on electricity (-3 ct/kWh)

• Increased commuter tax breaks: 38ct / kilometer

• Guarantees and subsidized loans for companies affected by the 

war and sanctions (no environmental conditionality)
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Impact on the Energiewende?

Potential positive pressures

 Political urgency in phase-out of natural gas and oil

 Speeding up renewables deployment

 Faster renovation of buildings, gas boiler switching – also electrification in transport

Potential negative dynamics

 Deviation of political attention, in particular from long term goals 

 New subsidies for fossil fuels; polluter pays principle is not a guiding principle. 

 Investment in new fossil infrastructure: LNG, new gas and oil fields, new push for coal

 Money going into social compensation / economic damage prevention – not available for 

other climate related investments (and climate finance)

 Doubling biomethane = intensification of agriculture 

 Despite food crisis, nothing on agriculture – reducing meat or scaling up plant-based diets.
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Enough 

understanding?  
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EGD 

Consensus?  
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Two steps 

forward and 

one backward 

or one forward 

and two 

backward?
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1. What’s going on underneath the surface?

2. To be seen: Is crisis a catalysator for 

structural changes, in energy and in food 

production and consumption?

3. Germany’s response reflects public 

opinion well. 

4. Relations towards Russia: Germany only 

starts to discuss mistakes but will it 

learn?



State of Germany’s energy dependency from Russia

What do we use gas for in Germany?

 50% is used for space heating (450 TWh)

 35% is used in industry (350 TWh): includes industrial heat-and-power 

plants, but also use a feedstock e.g. in chemical industry where gas is 

harder to replace 

 15% for power generation (130 TWh): Importantly, 2/3 of this is for 

combined-heat-and-power plants that generate heat for district heating

 Our pre-war imports from Russia stood at 500 TWh
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EU alternatives to Russian gas
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In the short run: 

-2/3 mostly by import diversification

In the medium term:

Mainly renewables, energy efficiency, some green hydrogen

Source: Bruegel, 2022



How (quickly) can the EU get out of Russian gas?
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EU response: REPowerEU Plan

Goal: Phasing out Russian energy imports well before 2030

Short term: Reducing gas use by 100 bcm by the end of 2022 (equivalent to 2/3 

of Russian imports)

Increasing ambition for renewable and energy efficiency targets for 2030:

• Renewables: 45% instead of 40%; energy efficiency: 13% instead of 8%

• Target to double heat pump installation rate 
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EU response: REPowerEU Plan

Measures

• Duty to install photovoltaics on buildings, phased in from 2027 onwards

• Streamlined licencing procedures for renewable energies

• Diversification of gas supplies

• New hydrogen and LNG infrastructure
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Compromise on EU oil embargo 

• Phase-out by the end of 2022 agreed on 30 May

• Applies only for oil shipments, exemption for pipeline oil  Reaction to 

pressure mainly from Hungary, but also from Slovakia, Bulgaria and Czech 

Republic

• Germany and Poland will not make use of the exemption

90% reduction of pre-war import levels expected

Greece objected against limiting EU vessel use for Russian oil shipments 

(Greek shipping companies operate 27% of the world’s oil tanker)

Alternative: Sanctions on EU insurance companies, but likely less effective
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Tuesdays
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1. Nature protection package postponed: EU law to 

half the use of pesticides by 2030 and legally 

binding nature restoration targets

2. A 2030 restoration target: restoration of 650,000 

km2 of land, 1,000,000 km2 of marine EU area 

and 178,000 km of rivers.

3. Doubling biomethane would lead to the 

production of 35 bcm per year by 2030 but 

also to intensification of agriculture
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1. Climate Action Regulation (= a key legislative file 

covering 60 % of EU emissions):

 No discussion on (higher) ambition but on 

flexibilities

 Reduction target for agriculture unlikely 

2. ETS Reform: No strengthening of COM proposal 

3. No NECP revisions to accelerate gas phase-out 

4. EU Taxonomy continues to include gas



State of our energy dependency from Russia
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Source: Hirth, 2022

In Germany, 

Gazprom owns 20% 

of storage capacity.



State of our energy dependency from Russia
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Source: Hirth, 2022

Power price, DE



Distributional effect
of German 
compensation
scheme
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Source: MCC, 2022



Relevance of an import embargo on fossil fuels

• Fossil fuel exports: main source of foreign exchange 

for Russia 

• Different approaches: 

• Import ban, SWIFT ban extended to remaining 

Russian banks 

• Tax on energy imports, ceiling price, payments 

into holding account

• “undeclared embargo” or “self sanctions”  Imports of 

Russian oil and other Russian commodities to EU 

decreasing independently of sanctions
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Dependency

on Russian

gas imports

across EU

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/02/15/business/

energy-environment/russia-gas-europe-ukraine.html



What can we do 
individually?
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Source: UBA 2022


